mASEANa Project 2015-2020: Appreciating modern Asia
The 6th mASEANa International Conference:
The Future of the Past: Materiality and Resilience of Modern Architecture in Southeast Asia

Day 1 Thursday October 25th, 2018
Venue Art & Culture Building, Chulalongkorn University
MC: Dr. Jaturong Pokharatsiri (Thammasat University)

9:00 – 10:30 Opening Ceremony
   Welcome Speech (5mins)
   Pinraj Kanjanuthiti / Chulalongkorn University
   Welcome Speech (5mins)
   Norihiko Yoshioka / Director General, the Japan Foundation, Bangkok
   Opening Speech (10mins)
   Bovornvet Rungrujee / ICOMOS Thailand
   About mASEANa Project (10mins)
   Prof. Kenji Watanabe / Tokai University
   Keynote Address I (30mins)
   Prof. Ana Tostões / Full Professor at Técnico – University of Lisbon
   Chair of Docomomo International
   Keynote Address II (30mins)
   Assoc. Prof. Dr. Yongtanit Pimonsathean / Thammasat University

10:30-10:45 Coffee Break

10:45-12:15 Session 1A: Development and International influence of Technology and Materials
   Modern Construction Materials and the Transformation of Architecture in Siam, 1900 – 1932
   Pirasri Povatong / Chulalongkorn University
   Development of Modern Architecture in Vientiane city
   Pathana Phonethip (National University of Laos)
   Early 20th-century Reinforced Concrete Buildings Designed by William Parsons
   Michael Manalo / University of Santo Tomas
   The Making of Thailand’s the Vocational Education Project, 1965-70: Collaboration between Thailand and Japan
   Waeovichian Abhichartvorapan / Independent Scholar
   Discussion and Q&A (30mins)

12:30-13:30 Lunch

13:30-15:00 Session 1B: Materiality & Materials
   Architecture of Amorn Sriwong
   Pinai Sirikiatikul / Silpakorn University
   Material Selection of Vann Molyvann, Cambodia, 1950-60s.
   Masaaki Iwamoto / Kyushu University
   Harjono Sigit and the Use of Cement and Concrete in Surabaya and Gresik
   Ayos Purwoaji / WRITER & INDEPENDENT CURATOR
   Monumentally Modern, Some Thoughts on the Materiality of Dewan Tunku Canselor, Universiti Malaya
   Ahmad Nazmi Mohamed Anuar / Taylor’s University
   Discussion and Q&A (30mins)

15:00-15:15 Coffee Break
15:15-17:00 **Session 1C: Materiality & Meanings**
Materializing Identity: Modern Islamic Architecture in Bangkok by Paichit Pongpunluk
_Winyu Ardrugsa / Thammasat University_
Not so concrete – the journey from the Past
_Nguyen Manh Tri / NUCE_
The "Colors" of Wood - Genealogy of Dark Modern Architecture in Japan -
_Kentaro Okamura / University of Tokyo_
Materializing Modern Thai: Faculty of Architecture at Chulalongkorn University, 1938 – 1941
_Chomchon Fusinpaiboon / Chulalongkorn University_
Discussion and Q&A (30mins)

Day 2 Friday October 26th, 2018
Venue Bank of Thailand Learning Center
MC: Dr. Hatthaya Siriphatthanakun (SPAFA)

9:30 - 10:00 Registration

10:00-11:00 **Opening Addresses**
- Keynote Address I (30mins)
  _Jeffrey Cody / Getty Conservation Institute_
- Keynote Address II (30mins)
  _Prof. Keiichi Imamoto / Tokyo University of Science_

11:00 – 12:45 **Session 2A : Conserving Modern Architectural Heritage**
The Heroic and the Everyday: Histories and Futures of Modern Architecture in Singapore
_Jiat-Hwee Chang / National U. of Singapore_
The Crises Facing Singapore Modernist Landmarks
_Ho Weng Hin / Studio Lapis_
The Conservation and Future of Mandalay University Campus
_Su Su / Department of Architecture Mandalay Technological University (Myanmar)_
Preserving Modern Educational Buildings in Bangkok
_Thitiwoot Chaisawater / Kasetsart University_
Restoration Projects of Heritage Building in Cambodia_Sisowath
_Men Chandevy / Heritage Center Cambodia_
From the Banknote Printing House to the BOT Learning Center
_Puiaphai Khunawat / Creative Crews_
Discussion and Q&A (30mins)

12:45 - 15:00 Lunch Break

13:30 - 14:45 [Closed Discussion] How to write history of modern architecture in Southeast Asia?
_Kengo Hayashi / Moderator_

14:45-15:00 Coffee Break (Venue Preparation for Workshop Presentation)

15:00-16:30 Presentation of Workshop Results + Awards Ceremony

16:30 - 17:00 **Closing Speech** Johannes Widodo / National University of Singapore
Introduction for the next mASEANa in Singapore